Proposed four day week revived by energy crunch

by Will Harley

With recent hikes in the price of gasoline and heating, this month has been a hard one for many people. The four-day week is back as a possible solution to the problem.

The present 15-week school year would be reduced to 12 weeks. This would cut the number of class days by one-third and would allow for more time to study. It would also save a lot of money on heating and electricity costs, according to Frank Albin, high school director.

The proposed four-day week would include Mondays through Thursday, leaving Friday for classes that couldn't be made up during the school year. The mornings would be reserved for work and the afternoons for classes.

The present 48-credit hour plan would be cut down to 32 hours. This would cut the number of class days by one-third and would allow for more time to study. It would also save a lot of money on heating and electricity costs, according to Frank Albin, high school director.

There is a distinct possibility that the proposed four-day week could be a reality in the near future. Some students are now working on a four-day week plan and are planning to present it to the school board in the near future.

McEvedds appointed to Student Council

James McEvedds, high school student, was appointed to the Student Council. He has completed 10 credits here at Highline and will bring the Council a lot of ideas and suggestions.

A high school student was appointed to the Student Council. He has completed 10 credits here at Highline and will bring the Council a lot of ideas and suggestions.

Student abducted from campus

A high school student was abducted from the school property. The student was last seen by a teacher in the back of the school at 3:00 PM.

The student was last seen by a teacher in the back of the school at 3:00 PM. The student was last seen by a teacher in the back of the school at 3:00 PM.
Sticker sneaksiness may boost permit prices

by Dole Rector

Parking permit prices may increase next year due to sticker trickery on the part of Highline students, according to Jack Chapman, head of campus security.

The proposed alteration will affect the present $5 fee for students taking over six credits and $2 for five credits or less, by replacing it with a basic $5 sticker price per quarter, or $15 per academic year.

These increases are based on the projected cheating statistic which involves 20 per cent of the school's enrollment in underhanded sticker procedures.

Chapman sees the increased fee as a deterrent to this growing problem.

Meanwhile, as the amount of cheating by the students increases, the methods get more varied and creative.

For instance, students will purchase permits for the quarterly $5 fee as usual, but will then return, explaining that the first permit had been lost.

"When the "first" permit is lost," Chapman notes, "the student is then asked by replacement it with a basic $5 sticker price per quarter, or $15 per academic year.

Students are able to contest any ticket within five days, the security head noted. The appeals are first reviewed by Chapman himself. Should anyone be willing to protest further, a Review Board consisting of four staff members and four students is held by the Student Council, the Faculty Senate, and the Board of Trustees.

Another procedure is for the student to register for five credits or less, enabling him or her to obtain a permit for the discounted $2. Additional credits will then be added, which should require the student's sticker price to be raised to $5.

Chapman cited a specific case in which two students, mother and son, are currently enrolled at Highline, but are currently taking less than five credits while the latter is registered for more, but both are parking with the mother's $2 vehicle sticker.

Technically, Chapman notes, "the student should have the $5 permit, but the vehicle is in the mother's name. So what can we do?"

Some students get around the entire issue by not purchasing parking tickets at all.

"They believe," Chapman continued, "that paying a couple of $1 tickets all year long is a lot cheaper than paying for a $2 or $6 permit. And all the while, they're risking getting caught with a $5 or $10 ticket...or worse."

"Worse" are the consequences of not paying for any resulting parking penalties.

There is no set time limit for a ticket to be paid, according to Chapman. But after a lengthy time, the unpaid fine can result in one of five punishments, ranging from the withholding of degrees or transcripts to the impounding of vehicles.

Financial Aid increases funds, loans

With the anticipated rise in tuition costs, the amount of financial aid funds are expected to increase.

"There will be money available for students until it's gone," said Jeffrey Abrahamson, director of financial aid at Highline College.

"Highline has a limited amount of funds to distribute," he continued, "but since Highline runs out of money, students would still be able to receive a guaranteed student loan through a bank or credit union.

Although student loans are available, many banks in the Seattle area do not give loans to sophomores, and only one bank, Puget Sound National Bank, gives them to freshmen.

"We are the only bank in the local area that is loaning to freshmen," said Puget Sound National Bank Student Loan Officer, Kathy Wilder. "Other banks feel that if a student can make it through their first year, that they've shown a little initiative, and will finish school, and maybe apply later."

"One of the reasons we can loan is because we only loan for books, tuition, fees, and supplies," she continued.

Wilder added that it doesn't matter whether students attend a university or community college, as long as they meet all the requirements.

PacificBank does give student loans to sophomores who go to community colleges, up to a maximum of $250 per quarter.

Eligibility for the loan includes that the student must be a Sophomore, full time student, and must be a Washington state resident for at least one year.

The interest charges are nine per cent, and the charges start six months after graduation, even if the student transfers to a four year university.

The Financial Aid Office arranges both Basic Grants, and National Direct Student Loans.

Early application to universities urged

Highline students who plan to attend Washington state four-year colleges and universities should apply now for summer and fall quarters, urges Ted Treanor, HCC coordinator of college relations.

The real crowding, Treanor feels, will be at state funded colleges and universities, including community colleges and regional schools.

The Evergreen College is an exception, according to Treanor.

"I think partly it has to do with the location and nearness of the college, lack of understanding of the programs offered, and lack of familiarity among the personnel consulting students," Treanor explained.

At the time a student is applying for a senior institution, he should be working with his faculty advisor to make sure all requirements are met and at the institution of interest.

"The senior schools will go over the transcript course by course with a fine tooth comb," he said.

A Basic Grant is money to help pay for college education, and recipients do not have to pay the government back.

National Direct Student Low charges only per interest and no students can repay the loans six months after graduation.

Students can receive a grant for as much as $912 to $3000 depending on how much aid the student needs.

Highline's Financial Aid Office also has a Workstudy program to help pay for tuition. Even though there will be more money for aid, there will be fewer Workstudy jobs in the future, according to Abrahamson.

If a student thinks that he might qualify for financial aid, he must send an application to the College Scholarship service in Berkeley, California by April 1, 1981 to be eligible for the 1981-82 school year.
By Linda Surface

When the going gets tough, then the tough get going. The Marines are tough breed of men, and Highline students are cut from the same cloth. Retired Sgt. Maj. Jack Jaunal served in the Marines for 34 years. Jaunal found the Marine life an adventure as well as a profession, spending his spare time drawing cartoons for the troops. His comic book depicted military life during World War II.

His military career took him through the Korean War and on through the Vietnam War, where he kept a diary of his personal experiences. Composed of loose notes stored in a sea ration box, his journal was sent home and published regurally in the Kent News Journal. Currently writing a book about the human side of an average Marine, Jaunal relates about experiences that each Marine feels as he is going out on a patrol. He emphasizes the fact that soldiers are also humans with emotions, describing the tears falling down their cheeks during memorial services for the dead.

Jauln had always wanted to go into the military since he was very young. When he attended high school, he noticed that the male student body was departing for the war. Some didn't graduate. They enlisted and never came back when their true ages were discovered. Jaunal decided to enlist in the military services and left school at the age of 17.

Jauln found the Marine life an adventure as well as a profession, spending his spare time drawing cartoons for the troops. His comic book depicted military life during World War II.

In 1959, he attended a special Navy boot camp training for all Marines who were going to Vietnam, where he kept a diary of his personal experiences. Composed of loose notes stored in a sea ration box, his journal was sent home and published regularly in the Kent News Journal. Currently writing a book about the human side of an average Marine, Jaunal relates about experiences that each Marine feels as he is going out on a patrol. He emphasizes the fact that soldiers are also humans with emotions, describing the tears falling down their cheeks during memorial services for the dead.

Jauln had always wanted to go into the military since he was very young. When he attended high school, he noticed that the male student body was departing for the war. Some didn't graduate. They enlisted and never came back when their true ages were discovered. Jaunal decided to enlist in the military services and left school at the age of 17.

When the war really messed up those carefree days of high school, Jaunal recounted, "memories flashed back all of the fun activities of high school. Not only were the wants of young people 16, 17 and 18 going to war without attaining a high school diploma, like myself."

"It's funny, but people never fail to ask me how many lives I've saved," he remarked.

By teaching Marines to survive indirectly or directly, Jaunal saved many of their lives, giving him a satisfaction in doing his job. He feels that war has both a positive side as well as a negative side to it.

The Marines are what you make it, he explained, "It could always be worse."

Personal experiences in the Marine Corps, Jaunal has published an article about the rebuffing of "Treasure Island," located in San Francisco Bay. After researching and digging up facts, he pieced together an account of how Yuba Island in San Francisco Bay was used as an old Army post. Years later, a man made island was dropped out of the Bay, and connected to Yuba Point. The new island named, "Treasure Island," was the spot for the World Fair in 1939. With the coming on of World War II, the island was then converted into a naval station.

Jauln retired as the Second Senior Major in the Marine Corps with 22 decorated medals.

"The only value that the medals have is to me," he said.

At that time he felt that he had reached the climax of his life, achieving more than he had ever dreamed of.

"Everyone told me that I would have a hard time adjusting like so many other people that are retired from the military," Jaunal explained. "I surprised them and began to go to

Ceremony commences greenhouse construction

by Brad Jones

With the building of ground breaking ceremonies, the construction of the Natural Science's new greenhouse is due to begin shortly.

According to Gina Erickson, director of the Natural Science Division, the new greenhouse should be ready for use by the Spring Quarter.

When completed, the greenhouse will measure 46 feet by 50 feet and will be located by the biology lab next to the already existing greenhouse.

The new facility has been in the planning stage for three years after a grant was requested by Highline to the state government in 1976.

Initial proposals to modify the existing facility were set back due to a fire in 1980. When biology instructor Bob Wright submitted a request to the college to update the existing facility, Wright then continued building the existing greenhouse.

The former greenhouse was in operation the old building will be used primarily for propagation, according to Erickson.

Erickson also feels that the new greenhouse will be a valuable and economical addition to the college.

G.I. Bill issue renewed in House

By R.A. Smart

Highline College students may soon be able to earn up to three years of training or education toward successful completion of military service, according to Rep. William Montgomery (D-Umatilla). Montgomery introduced legislation in January calling for S1.01 B11 for the all volunteer military.

Axe, cont.
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Without more funding, this will eventually dwindle to the point where we can offer no more individual attention than what one's getting in the classroom. We, the undersigned, do not want that to happen.

The new program, described by Montgomery as "essential," would boost the quality and quantity of the military personnel.

"The proposal is designed as a re-enlistment and retention tool," Montgomery explained. "A maximum of $250 a month would be granted to honorably discharged personnel or for active duty personnel with three continuous years of service.

"This type of assistance is needed to improve our national defense readiness," Montgomery added. "This new educational package is unique in comparison with other GIC education plans before Congress.

Chief Recluting Bureau of the Thirteenth Naval District commented, "This is a business (the military) in order to compete in the business world, we have to offer the people something."

After six years of active duty an individual would be eligible for a supplemental monthly benefit of $300.

The General found the situation a bit amusing along with the Group Commander. Finding it such fun, the wives dressed up the next day and reported the incident to the base usage. The story was published in the January 1975 edition of Leatherneck magazine.

Jauln has also published an article about the rebuffing of "Treasure Island," located in San Francisco Bay. After researching and digging up facts, he pieced together an account of how Yuba Island in San Francisco Bay was used as an old Army post. Years later, a man made island was dropped out of the Bay, and connected to Yuba Point. The new island named, "Treasure Island," was the spot for the World Fair in 1939. With the coming on of World War II, the island was then converted into a naval station.

Jauln retired as the Second Senior Major in the Marine Corps with 22 decorated medals.

"The only value that the medals have is to me," he said.

At that time he felt that he had reached the climax of his life, achieving more than he had ever dreamed of.

"Everyone told me that I would have a hard time adjusting like so many other people that are retired from the military," Jaunal explained. "I surprised them and began to go to..."
Council wisely decided to alleviate you'll realize you are way ahead. $2 an hour
quarter for those taking six or more
sadly, the other innocent Highline violator and more importantly an acceptable comeback, but in the this situation with signs that would warn possible victims of the treacherous treads. These signs would be placed at the top of both of the facing staircases. But maintenance wasn't finished. If any student survives the descent of the first flight of the stairs by clutching the handrail, he's out of luck on the second flight. For here, the rails are not accessible to humans with normal hands, because they were put on the wrong way. Anyone who needs any support, either ends up with a very bruised hand from hitting the railing bracket every 10 inches or crawls down the stairs. Are Highline students the victims of an offbeat sense of humor or does maintenance do this just to see if anyone will notice? Either way, we can only hope that Highline College maintenance doesn't build the stairways to heaven.

Highline parking—“one bad apple…”

What is the main purpose in cheating when purchasing a parking permit?

Saving two or three dollars may be an acceptable come-back, but in the long run it is only going to harm the violator and more importantly and sadly, the other innocent Highline College Community representatives.

A parking permit only costs $5 a quarter for those taking six or more credits. That averages out to a mere 96¢ a day.

Compare that to $1, $1.50, and even $2 an hour in downtown Seattle, and you'll realize you are way ahead. However there are still those who try to beat the system.

According to Jack Chapman, head of campus security, HCC students will try one of many cheating methods in order to save cash.

One is that a student will purchase his or her parking permit for $2, then return to the office saying he or she has lost it, purchase another one for $2 and sell it to a friend. Another method is to register for five or less credits; purchase a permit for $2, then return to the registration line and add more credits, which correctly, then the academic institution is in deep trouble. To many non-curious people, of course, the sign isn't a hazard. These are the people who fall down the stairs because they don't know they are steep and hazardous. But maintenance wasn't finished. If any student survives the descent of the first flight of the stairs by clutching the handrail, he's out of luck on the second flight. For here, the rails are not accessible to humans with normal hands, because they were put on the wrong way. Anyone who needs any support, either ends up with a very bruised hand from hitting the railing bracket every 10 inches or crawls down the stairs. Are Highline students the victims of an offbeat sense of humor or does maintenance do this just to see if anyone will notice? Either way, we can only hope that Highline College maintenance doesn't build the stairways to heaven.

One student and his mother both attend Highline, but the mother is taking fewer than five credits, while the son is taking over six. The $2 permit is in the mother's name, but the son uses the vehicle, which he should be using with a $2 permit.

True, young college students are struggling financially, an extra two or three dollars mean a couple of extra groceries or a gallon of two gas.

However, now consider the fact that all permits, regardless of the amount of credits one is taking, are being recommended by Chapman to increase to a basic fee of $4 a quarter or $15 a year. Cheating on parking may seem like a trivial wrong-doing but now the Security Department has to police all HCC students for the 20 per cent of them that are guilty.

It is really unfortunate that some, supposedly, mature students, try to save a couple of dollars, take the chance of receiving a $10 ticket and put the Campus Security Officers through so many hours of searching for non-existing parking permits. Now the result is about to punish them. After all, that's why they worried here.

However, each tutor is currently only able to offer two hours per week because of severe budget cuts. This frequently means that we will help our students for an hour, yet mark down and only be paid for half-an-hour.

We enjoy our work to this extent, but we do wish there was enough money to help our fellow students more.

More importantly, we are no longer able to offer one-on-one help because of the quantity of students involved. We are forced to put them in study groups of more and more students. Consequently, a student loses the freedom to ask the individual questions he or she wants.

Cont. on page 5
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Join in spring elections

by Julie Strous

Spring Quarter is just around the corner and boy, oh boy, it is the spring election for Student Council members for the 1981-82 school year. You may wonder why I am mentioning this now since this event doesn't happen for another six weeks. Well, this year's Council would like to generate more candidates and votes. The Student Council, composed of nine students, represents all of the (approximate) 10,000 students of Highline College. Therefore, all of the 10,000 students should be voting instead of the 105 people that turned out to vote in the last election. Do only 105 people care about who represents them? It would be unfortunate, since as one of the three main representative bodies on campus, the Council has a lot of power and influence. We are involved in improving campus atmosphere and conditions for the students.

Vote. It doesn't take but a few minutes of your time. You will be given advance notice of the election in both the Daily Bulletin and the Thunderword. This member of the Council would like to see a better voter turnout with a large field of candidates to choose from. An impossible dream? I hope not.

Are there at least 15 people out there willing to be Council members?

The qualifications are minimal, but imperative. You must be willing to work hard, to work with others, and be able to devote at least six hours a week to Council business.

Take the initiative and run for a position on the Council. Turn out and vote! A Council should truly represent the students—get involved.

Tutoring needs funds

Dear Editor, We understand that HCC is faced with numerous budget cuts. We also hope that in making these cuts, you understand that we are providing a helpful, and for some students, a necessary service towards understanding course material which instructors do not always have the time to explain.

Since there is no other "teacher's assistant" program for the variety of subjects we cover, we are currently swamped with not only contracted students, but also students who come by to clarify just one or two questions on something that has been troubling them. We are a source of understanding, and enjoy being able to give this to them. After all, that's why you enrolled here.

However, each tutor is currently only able to offer two hours per week because of severe budget cuts. This frequently means that we will help our students for an hour, yet mark down and only be paid for half-an-hour.

We enjoy our work to this extent, but we do wish there was enough money to help our fellow students more.

More importantly, we are no longer able to offer one-on-one help because of the quantity of students involved. We are forced to put them in study groups of more and more students. Consequently, a student loses the freedom to ask the individual questions he or she wants.

Cont. on page 5
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Staff opinion and comment

Solutions to treacherous treads worse than problem

When a solution to a problem creates a larger problem than there was to begin with, you have the problem squared. This is the situation in building 6, where the two flights of steep stairs have caused many tumbles in the past, and one broken wrist (attached to a student). So the Highline College Safety Council wisely decided to alleviate this situation with signs that would warn possible victims of the treacherous treads. These signs would be placed at the top of both of the facing staircases.

But maintenance wasn't finished. If any student survives the descent of the first flight of the stairs by clutching the handrail, he's out of luck on the second flight. For here, the rails are not accessible to humans with normal hands, because they were put on the wrong way. Anyone who needs any support, either ends up with a very bruised hand from hitting the railing bracket every 10 inches or crawls down the stairs. Are Highline students the victims of an offbeat sense of humor or does maintenance do this just to see if anyone will notice? Either way, we can only hope that Highline College maintenance doesn't build the stairways to heaven.

The councils are responsible for their decisions.
by Ron Del Mar

The recent political turmoil in South Korea has been an object of great concern among numerous human rights activists throughout the world.

Among the concerned are two Highline Community College instructors: Frank Albin, business instructor and Jack Pierce, history instructor.

Albin and Pierce's interest with the Korean situation was sparked when South Korean political dissident, Kim Dae-jung was sentenced to death by the military regime's courts last September. Kim, the primary voice for democracy in his country, was charged with sedition and attempting to overthrow the South Korean government by force. President Chun Dwhwan, for whom Albin and Pierce battle against Kim's death sentence to life imprisonment.

Mr. Kim's trial and conviction of the Korean dissidents serve as a flagrant violation of human rights. The defendants were not given a fair trial and the only real crime that they had committed was to speak out against the South Korean government, according to the instructor.

Frank Albin

Albin lists the trial and conviction of the Korean dissidents as a flagrant violation of human rights. The defendants were not given a fair trial and the only real crime that they had committed was to speak out against the South Korean government, according to the instructor.

"We are not the first to be victimized in a political struggle."

Highline instructors question human rights

by Diane Mayne

Today's work force has an average of one year of college compared to the retired work force who averages around a sixth grade level of education. This trend has been developing and will continue to into the 80's. It is needed that the continuation of education beyond the traditional four years of college be assessed.

An expert from the University of Washington in management and organization related work in the 80's to the changing of people's value system. Instead of looking for gratification at work, they are seeking other motivations outside of work. The new work force prefers having more time off work.

"The average work week is 36 hours," Swanson pointed out. "This time off is more noticeable in the '70's with a changing of people's value system. The 80's are being characterized by an increase in the workforce."

As technology grows more extensive, jobs are requiring some sort of skills and training, stated a Boeing representative specializing in industry and public relations. The trend that has been developing and will continue to into the 80's is the need for a continuation of education beyond the traditional four years of college, he assessed.

"Students are taxpayers and voters. They can contact their legislators and lobby for changes in the way monies are spent or even for policy changes as required."

"Some of the world-wide pressure put on South Korea appears to have already been effective, as President Chun recently lifted martial law and lessened Kim's death sentence to life imprisonment."

"We cannot make them into our image," he warned.

But Albin and Pierce are going to continue their fight for the release of Kim and the other 23 defendants.

"As long as we are making noise," Pierce concluded, "we cannot be ignored."

Choosing a school with lower requirements is a second step a student can take. Third is to choose a lower demand college where the competition for class spaces is not so acute. This usually means a private institution.

"Find out before jumping to the conclusion that you can't afford a private school," Grubich stressed.

Another step students should take according to Grubich is to decide upon an alternative major, an alternative school, and an alternate life plan.

"The student that is hurt the most is the one that is locked into one set plan for his future," he explained.

Grubich added that it is important for the student to maintain contact with the college of his choice, and to keep abreast of the changing requirements and deadlines.

"Students should apply early, even if it means sending in a transcript that is not complete. Records can be updated by sending in a final grade sheet, but it is important to include a letter explaining..."
Mail delivery

Neither trucks nor Thunder word reporters...

by Sarah Lee

They say that doctors sneak out to the golf course during their lunch breaks. It is rumored that executives of giant corporations do not golfball hacking but paper pushing.

So did we, (least for a day) so we phoned Karen Myers, mail carrier driver A, whose underlings drive the electric golf carts around campus to deliver the mails.

She must have heard of our previous custodial exploit, because she didn't bat an eye (from what we could tell over the telephone) when we asked to follow araound one of her mail carriers.

Kyong Choe drew the short straw, and since she starts her run in the morning, we tumbled into the basement of the Library at 9:45 a.m.

But before we could ride the truck, some actual work had to be witnessed. Kyong first loaded multicolored milk crate clones full of sorted mail into the back of the motorized wonder, then stuffed a newsstand full of Wall Street Journals into one box. These were for Faculty D, business instructors.

Next came the bad news.

"One of you two reporters is going to have to ride in the back of the truck."

Rank has its advantages. The News Editor got the job.

The excitement started before we even got out of the building, for a Big Mac truck was blocking the driveway. Anxious to avoid being slised and trimmed to death, we assumed Kyong would wait. But no.

Expertly, she maneuvered the electric machine in the three inch space the mammoth was leaving her. I say expertly, even though my eyes were closed, because the next thing we knew, we were puttering quietly up the hill toward Highline's answer to Red Square—the bricked entrance to the Library...

...to go rapidly shooting toward the Great Dropoff—the stairs leading down to the Pavilion and the parking lot. But seconds later, we were laughing death in the face as we hung a quick left.

Kyong then coasted the car up to the side of a building, leaped out, grabbing a mail packet, and we rushed behind her to start the Butler Game.

We bounded up flights of stairs, keeping our guide in sight as, at the top, she opened a door...

...and waited for us. Expertsly flipping the letters she was carrying into the mailbox and retrieving any out-mail, she did a pirouette and rushed to the door...and waited for us.

Being from the rough-and-tumble world of big brothers and journalists, it took us awhile to get used to being reduced to childlike antics. It was rather exhilarating.

Once or twice the truck got stuck and the driver had to back it up, but Kyong always managed to reach the door before the driver reached us. We were lucky and it reached the door, and occasionally, Kyong did allow us to watch before she dashed back. After each delivery, we dashed back to the Library of the Pavilion and the parking lot. But seconds later, we were laughing death in the face as we hung a quick left.

Kyong then coasted the car up to the side of a building, leaped out, grabbing a mail packet, and we rushed behind her to start the Butler Game.

We bounded up flights of stairs, keeping our guide in sight as, at the top, she opened a door...and waited for us.

... and the driver, after a moment of silence, stepped out of the truck, handed us the mail, and we bounded back to the Library...

...and waited for us. Expertsly flipping the letters she was carrying into the mailbox and retrieving any out-mail, she did a pirouette and rushed to the door...and waited for us.

Expertsly flipping the letters she was carrying into the mailbox and retrieving any out-mail, she did a pirouette and rushed to the door...and waited for us.

But when the driver returned, we were waiting for the next delivery. Kyong then coasted the car up to the side of a building, leaped out, grabbing a mail packet, and we rushed behind her to start the Butler Game...
A show night at a Southern rock concert

by Gordon Weeks

A full concert arena is a foreign country, enclosed, shutting in and shutting out. For most people naive to what transpires in this nation, a culturnal shock is in line. So when the southern rockers Molly Hatchet met the north-the Coliseum on February 13, I jotted down my impressions in an attempt to describe the event.

With the weather so cold (it snowed later that night), the crowd gathers overhang and into the roped-off zone, I notice some early casualties sprawled on the lawn. It promises to be a rowdy evening-heavy metal bands bring out the heavy (huge crotch-noclr)-the little show is on. Police rope off groups into herds so like animals we won't trample each other.

People talk and smoke, occasionally glanced at the cloudy lights. And finally, late as usual, the lights drop. One union yell is heard while lighters and matches are ignited and held in the air like torches.

The space cadet is up and screaming. Out on the stage stands Ronnie Montrose, lead singer of the warm-up band Gamma and formerly lead of Mean Tree. He looks like a slightly overweight Kenny Houser, a one-time partner.

Gamma tears into some good old "crotch-rock"-the light show is dull and unimpressive, the vocals drowned, but the audience has somewhere to direct their energy. After a half hour of uninspired rock, Gamma waves adieu. Everyone stands up, everyone leaves. The vocals are again lost and the guitarists overpowering, but the crowd is moving. Hatchet rocks into some old Lynyrd Skynyrd, a group they replaced as the South's big band. The guitarists pair up, trade riffs, and finally form a choice line. Ferris sways back and forth, rocking and screaming.

"Flirting with Disaster," the group's big anthemic single single, "Dead and Gone," an anti-drug song, is the surprise. There is no other space cadet.

Then, of course, comes the attributions. "Seattles always been our home," Ferris yells. "Thanks for the gold and platinum albums." Molly Hatchet continues "Beatin' the Odds." The group leaves the stage for a second encore—two songs encore it turns out. The audience is string out, six guys beat up one, flipping him over the rail. A punk rock band passes out on the stairs. The Tuesday night crowd begins filter out to meet the thirty degree weather. The South has risen again. And we greeted them.

Classical Jam...

Jim Greeninger will be playing classical guitar in the Lecture Hall today at noon.

Let's Invast...

"Creative Family Budgeting" will be discussed by Kay Crane in the Lecture Hall from 7:30 p.m. on March 2. The program is sponsored by a Consumer Education Grant.

They Want You...

An Army reserve representative will be in the upper level of Building 6 from 9-11 on March 10.

If I Were a Rich Man...

The HCSU film series presents Mame at the Staff at 2:30 and 8 p.m. in the Lecture Hall on March 4. Go乌克兰.

Performance...

Highline's Dance class will perform in the Lecture Hall at noon on March 12.

A Request of Vitality...

"A Legacy of Health" will be presented at noon on March 3 in the Lecture Hall. The presentation is sponsored by Handicapped Programs.

The local rock group Hall will appear in the Pavilion Saturday night with a special event. The door opens at 8-12, music stops at 2 A.M. with student I.D. Hard shoes and alcohol will not be allowed.

The guy next to me has a problem. "Excuse me," he says to the girl in front of us. "I accidentally dropped a bit of speed under your chair. Could you pick it up for me?" laughing, she obliges.

The main attraction generally waits for the audience to get the first hand out of their system. Because Gamma was undistinguishable, the wait isn't long and the Coliseum again fades to black. Amidst the noise a Confederate flag is raised by thirty arms.

A trumpet features Theme for the Common Man, a huge album cover of Medieval warriors illuminate the stage, and four guitars rip into America's straight rock n'roll, Southern boogie.

The lead singer, Jimmie Parr, is fat and dressed in black. "Get them hands together," he drawls in pure Jackson-Ville, and the audience gladly complies. The guitars are two of these with three feet hair, rug and dance. A Jack Daniels bottle is getting mobile on top of a speaker.

The vocals are again lost and the guitarists overpowering, but the crowd is moving. Hatchet rocks into some old Lynyrd Skynyrd, a group they replaced as the South's big band. The guitarists pair up, trade riffs, and finally form a choice line. Ferris sways back and forth, rocking and screaming.

"Flirting with Disaster," the group's big anthemic single single, "Dead and Gone," an anti-drug song, is the surprise. There is no other space cadet.

Then, of course, comes the attributions. "Seattles always been our home," Ferris yells. "Thanks for the gold and platinum albums." Molly Hatchet continues "Beatin' the Odds." The group leaves the stage for a second encore—two songs encore it turns out. The audience is string out, six guys beat up one, flipping him over the rail. A punk rock band passes out on the stairs. The Tuesday night crowd begins filter out to meet the thirty degree weather. The South has risen again. And we greeted them.
DAMN THIS TRAFFIC JAM

With 9,728 students enrolled at Highline for Winter Quarter and 164 faculty members, you can estimate a wait in the car, 300 lines and a long wait in the registration lines. People traffic isn't the only type of congestion found at Highline. There are over 5,000 automobiles registered here. So, at times there are long waiting lines to get in and out of the parking lots.

Photos by Gary Serrett
Story by Denise Chanez
Restaurant Review

Decisions—palate gets a workout

by Ron Del Mar and Shari Day

Good day Y Word editors. Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to seek out and investigate the various food emporiums in the Highline College vicinity.

All six of you will be subsidized $13.00 for this endeavor. Anything exceeding your budget will have to come from your own wallets. I know this won’t be a problem since you all get paid so well.

Any birches from the individual restaurants will be in violation of your mission and will be punishable by life banishment to the cafeteria.

Your first assignment is Boston Pizza in Des Moines. Their prices are quite reasonable, ranging from $3.95 for a small pizza, to $6.20 for a large pizza. Additional toppings cost up to $1.50 apiece.

The Boston Pizza Special, with six toppings, might be just the right size for your group. It costs $3.20 for a large size.

Their pizza is tasty, they use plenty of toppings, and the crust is thick and crunchy. Unfortunately, the tomato sauce doesn’t spread over the entire crust.

As for the drinks, a more desirable ratio between drink and ice would be nice.

Wendy’s Old Fashioned Hamburgers will be your second assignment, should you live through the first.

They are located on Pacific Hardware, So. adjacent to the east parking lot. The prices are unusually high for a hamburger joint. A single hamburger (1/4 lb. of beef), cost $1.09. A slice of cheese is 20¢ extra, while a tomato is an additional 10¢.

However the quality of the food makes the little extra money spent worthwhile even to penny pinching editors like yourself. By the way, HCC students get a 10 per cent discount.

...an atmosphere reminiscent to dusk at a Ford assembly line.

Wendy’s salad bar offers a diverse choice of condiments with six different dressing choices from. For $1.63 a bowl of chili can be ordered which lives up to its contention of having “more meat than your mama’s chili.”

They also have a unique choice of beverages including: a frozen chocolate milkshake for 62¢, Pepsi-light, Dr. Pepper, and orange pop. If you survive Wendy’s, your third mission will be Burger King on Pacific Hwy. So. about 1 1/2 blocks north of the college.

They recently added specialty sandwiches to their menu but they would have been better left off. They taste like frozen sandwiches which have been microwaved, (soggy), similar to 7-11’s “Fast to go”, but more expensive, $1.65 for a ham and cheese, chicken, fish, or roast beef sandwich.

Your fourth assignment, should you still be alive, is the Blockhouse. It is located on Pacific Hwy. So. about three blocks north of the campus and is the class of your assignment.

The Blockhouse, located just north of the college campus, is one of Kem’s favorite luncheon retreats.

You will dine in an atmosphere reminiscent of dusk at a Ford assembly line. The waitress, although efficient, will make you feel aloof with her deference to your age.

You will probably spend a minimum of $5.20 on your meal, but the food is first rate. Their menu gives the patron a wide range of food to choose from. If you are trying to avoid the Highline administration, this is not the place to go. Prominent members of the HCC administration can frequently be seen dining there.

You will probably have to pay $13.00, but you will have to arrive at an early hour. It will take you to Jack’s Deli, in Des Moines.

Jack’s is famous for its great food and economical prices. A complete breakfast, including two eggs, hash browns, toast or biscuits, can be yours for a mere $2.10. A bottomless cup of superbly brewed coffee, for 46¢, will be a must for this early morning adventure.

You will also be looking for the atmosphere to be cozy and the people you make you feel right at home.

For you editors who like fish, your sixth assignment will be especially pleasing.

...they would have been better left off.

Skipper’s is located on Pacific Hwy. So. adjacent to the north end of the east parking lot.

For $1.99 you can suffocate your hunger with 2 pieces of fish and an ample supply of fries, the single is $1.99 if you’re in the mood for a lighter meal. On a heavier note, the clam strips and fries will cost you big spenders $3.00 but they’re scrumpdeliciious.

The clam chowder makes an excellent addition to any meal, but could also be a meal in itself.

If fish isn’t your dish, Skipper’s also serves chicken, which doesn’t compete with mom’s home fried, but is really quite edible.

Skipper’s would make a good hideout for any Mission Impossible agent because their bathrooms are quite secluded and cramped.

Your seventh assignment involves visiting the famed mafia hang-out, Pizza Hut. It is located on Pacific Hardware, So. two blocks north of the campus.

From 11:30 to 1:30 weekdays you can stuff yourselves with pizza, salad, and pasta for $2.99 and as long as your stomach holds out.

You will be on your own there as the waitresses seem reluctant to serve customers.

The pizza is good but the pasta is almost worth the $2.99 in itself. The salad is adequate at best.

The atmosphere is passable but Pizza Hut is definitely not the place to go if you want peace and quiet.

Your last mission will take you to the vending machines located at the south end of the cafeteria. CLICK!!!

Editors note: at this point the editors chose not to accept the mission and instead self-destruct button. The editors are now seeking employment in Alka Seltzer commercials.

Comics

THE FRATERNITY HOUSE
Racial conflict the central theme of ‘Dutchman’

by Donna Pearson

Going to see the Dutchman expecting to see a romance was quite a shock; initial lust and then total hatred was more like it. The intense play, presented by Highline’s Black Student Union in the Lecture Hall on February 12, was about racial misconceptions and hatred.

Written by Leroy Jones and first produced at Broadway in March 1964, it was quite controversial at the time of its opening. Harvey Banks and Vicki Crane are members of the Dutchman. Both are members of the Paul Robeson Community Theatre Group of Seattle touring Western Washington now with an ensemble of fifteen to twenty players.

Racial conflict the central theme of ‘Dutchman’

‘Fresh Aire’ brings new musical breath to vinyl

by Shari Day

‘Fresh Aire by Manheim SteammUer on American Gramaphone Records Produced by Chip Davis and Don Sears’

If modern classical music was prevalent in today’s record market, Manheim SteammUer would be top of the charts.

M.S.’s drummer and producer, Chip Davis, is a unique sound based on old principles in music, and recorded an album entitled Fresh Aire.

Aire is the Italian word for song, therefore, ‘Fresh Aire’ means the sentiment of the album.

In each song you are made aware with an empty feeling that begins when the last drumbeat ends. Fresh Aire is so different; it’s serene.

Highline music spotlighted

Highline’s musical students appeared in the Lecture Hall at noon on February 19th, presenting various vocal and instrumental arrangements. The program was entitled, From Bach to Pop.

A flute duet opened up with a two-part piece from Bach, followed by Ron West performing a melancholy melody on the alto sax, with a haunting array of sharp and flats.

The singers in the program are members of Highline’s vocal ensemble. A swinging song done by the Andrew Sisters, Boogle Woggle Bay, was sung by Pat and Betty Morris, and Kathy Wallace. Kathy Wallace, a member of the trio and presently in the cast of the Highline’s musical, The Music Man, performed her songs, Wouldn’t It Be Loverly and Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man.

Other male vocalists to perform were Mark Demises and Rob St. Clair. Demises sang two Broadway Briga-

deen tunes.

St. Louis, a Barry Manilow look-alike, ironically performed two of Manilow’s popular tunes, This Olea For You and Lay My Down.

The background music was supplied by pianist, Sue Vercaussen, whose artistic accomplishment highlighted the show and hardly went unnoticed. The program was a delightful display of Highline’s musical students and segments of the musical department.

The Custom Face
New for Spring...

A Free Makeover in CANDIED MINT COLORS

The new Merle Norman Custom Face for 1981, in luscious pastel luster, many filled with shimmering sugar and the hint of mint. The most delicious makeups that ever had a fashion trend in mind.

Make your appointment now at Merle Norman for your makeover in Candied Minta. The bloom of spring—the glow of summer. Call now for your free makeover.
At the Movies

'Altered States' probes scientific speculation

Altered States, starring William Hurt, Bob Balaban, and Blair Brown is currently playing at the Cinerama. The show is rated R.

by Gordon Weeks

Surprise folks: a movie has finally forged through the superficial, beyond outer violence and stimulation, and deep into altered consciousness and inner reality and done it intelligently— Altered States combines science, theory, and drama to probe the world within us.

The script deals with the making of mind into matter, the turning back of mind into matter, the turning back of experimental consciousness. The methods we use are based on actual research and observation, the rest speculation and illusion.

And it's the speculation that makes Altered States an awe inspiring, original, and visually stunning film.

The picture is directed by Ken Russell, a man usually known for his not-to-accurate essays in musical biography, including Lisztomania and the rock opera Tommy. With Altered States, he again went with a script involving mind proportion and distortion, this time with great success.

The opening shot fades in on the startling figure of scientist Eddie Jessup (William Hurt) immersed in a tank of warm salt water, electrodes hooked up to his body, floating in total isolation. The physical emptyness and startling figure of scientist Eddie Jes-

Jessup as a man caught up with science rather than human relationship, the story skips ahead seven years to find him a Harvard professor, married to anthropologist Emily (Blair Brown) and father of two. The academic circle is stifling him, so when Rosenberg (William Hurt) enters other levels of the mind in 'Altered States'.

Rosenberg joins them, though, because "someones got to keep an eye on you sorcerers."

The experiments go deeper, with Jessup searching for the mental link to the "other universe." And finally, under mushrooms and in the tank, he is reconstituted, regressing to a quasi-simian creaturethrough his own mental power.

The special effects of his ribs and arms contracting and expanding are amazing. But then, as always, he crams out of the tank and I caught an odor of the Horror Flick Syndrome.

Locally the film manages to stay in course. The primitive man breaks out of the lab, encounters first some street dogs, then a rhino and elephant at the city zoo. He finishes off the evening by eating a lamb raw, the next morning Jessup is found sleeping naked by the animal corpse, with only little memory of the night before.

Later, reflecting upon his instincts for survival only, he calls the event the "most satisfying time of my life."

"We got what he wanted," his exwife explains. And it's the speculation that makes "the soul return to the first soul."

Upon taking the mushroom sauce, Jessup's mind takes off, and this is where the film highlights...the drug-induced images with terrifying flashes of heaven, hell, lizards, roses, hibiscus, and blood, visions that whip past and barely make sense, but cause incomprehensible collage of symbols. Jessup wakes to find a six-foot lizard mutilated at his feet, a creature he became a crack—a crack between nothing. And out of this nothing will come your unknown soul."

The special effects and mushroom sauce are based on actual research and observation, the rest speculation and illusion.

Haid) isn't thrilled with the accounts of mushrooms, rather than human relationship, the story skips ahead seven years to find him a Harvard professor, married to anthropologist Emily (Blair Brown) and fibre of two. The academic circle is stifling him, so when Rosenberg (William Hurt) enters other levels of the mind in 'Altered States'.

Rosenberg joins them, though, because "someones got to keep an eye on you sorcerers."

The experiments go deeper, with Jessup searching for the mental link to the "other universe." And finally, under mushrooms and in the tank, he is reconstituted, regressing to a quasi-simian creaturethrough his own mental power.

The movie ends a love story. And the effects are sometimes very complex, the intelligent dialogue and images proves thought.
Highline instructor lifts for more than muscles

by Roger Haight

People often look at weightlifters and bodybuilders as being those who are working out only to be macho. But weightlifting goes beyond that for Tim Price, a Highline graphic arts instructor. "I'm interested in doing the best I can for myself, and I don't want to be someone you wouldn't expect. There's a mental aspect involved," he explained. 

"You wouldn't expect. There's a mental line graphic arts instructor. "You wouldn't expect. There's a mental worthy opponent" that can beat you if you don't work your hardest." Because he's been lifting steadily for about 10 years," he said, and added that he's been lifting steadily for awhile now. "I don't intend to stop this time." Obviously he can't lift weights forever, but he'll always be doing some kind of exercising to keep in shape, he said. His coach, Jack Lalanne, an ex-muscle of a middle-aged person, still in his excellent physical condition. "I don't want to become in capable of doing what I do. If you keep your body alive, it rewards you," Price said. "People can be as vital as they want to be." It makes Price go to the gym every night and punish his body for two-three hours only to wake up feeling sort of the next morning. "You have to work hard and push the barbell up and down where the ceiling isn't nearly as high but the wall is," he said. "You have to see results, (and) you feed on those improvements. That's kind of how it became an advantage and third emphasis. "It's kind of a high. Work-outing is that everything is physically wonder. You'll see what you've done and no one but yourself is responsible." "A person's health is all there is, really." 

Powerlifting not easy

by Tom Price

The Highline College weightlifting team has the potential to be very competitive in the state, according to the coach, Tim Price. "It develops other aspects. It's a whole contribution to the Thunderbirds, deficit of third and fourth third. "It's a good sport," he added. "You don't have to be as big as you are, but you have to be as good as you are." 

"The things you eat are important," he said. "I feel better right now and you feed on those improvements. That's kind of how it became an advantage and third emphasis. "It's kind of a high. Work-outing is that everything is physically wonder. You'll see what you've done and no one but yourself is responsible." "A person's health is all there is, really." 

SCCC drops sports for various reasons

by Roger Haight

Seattle Central Community College recently announced that varsity sports would be discontinued following the 1980-81 basketball season. Former SCCC Athletic Commissioner Bruce Hannaford cited several reasons for the decision to do so. "We've been fortunate at Highline," McCaughnag said, "the administration has always believed in the P.E. program. When Highline was started, a well-rounded Health and P.E. program was included and we've maintained continuity in that ever since." McCaughnag said that Highline differed from SCCC in that Seattle Central 'likes' has a strong emphasis on physical education philosophy. It operated athletics as a separate entity apart from the rest of the curriculum. The Highline College AD said all the sports here are secure, but added that the swimming program is at a "lowebb" right now. He wants to double the number of participants and have a greater range of swimming athletes. He said he doesn't think educators are doing their job when a program has to be cut. Doing away with a sport for sports would be the same as eliminating the math program, he explained. The athletic teams on campus are the students, he stated. All of the sports teams and other participants in the Seattle area, Hannaford said, Seattle spectators don't lose anything by having some of our sports eliminated, "the participants lose out."
Thunderbirds finish season at LC

by Roger Haight

An up and down basketball season ended February 18 for the Highline men with an 88-62 loss at Lower Columbia.

The six-point loss in the concluding game of the season was immediately preceded by successive victories over Olympic, Centralia and Peninsula.

"It's been a rewarding year, and it's also been frustrating," T-bird mentor Fred Harrison commented. "I enjoyed going to practice every day. The players never quit; they worked hard all year."

Against Lower Columbia, HCC dropped behind by 10 points by halftime, 31-41. Harrison said he should have adjusted defenses earlier in the period than he did, and then maybe the T-birds would not have fallen so far behind.

Highline outscored LC, 41-37, in the second half, but it wasn't enough.

Leo Dickens, Jeff Valentine and Doug Hale all got into foul trouble in the first half, and had to spend part of the time on the bench.

"The guys that came in did a nice job," Harrison said. Steve Turcott, Arnie Pokorski and Randy Berquist came off the bench to spell the regulars.

Freshman Phil Duryea led the winners with 10 points. HCC also scored 27 for the T-birds. He made 10 of 17 field goal attempts and seven of eight free throws. Leo Dickens netted 24 points, Valentine had 14 and Terry Renner got 12. Hale and Valentine each grabbed 10 rebounds.

In defeating Centralia on February 7, Highline reversed an earlier self-destructive tendency by converting 21 of 23 free throw attempts. Radliff paced Highline College with 24 points and Dickens added 19.

"Reese was a rock," Harrison said, praising his heady, consistent play. "He's like a coach out on the floor."

The score was close in the first half. Highline got a lead in the second period and spread out its offense in order to force Centralia to play man to man defense and chase the ball. Harrison said it worked well and he was pleased with his squad's defense.

"The kids did a super job. Jerome (Sampson) played a super game, especially on defense. Reese did a heckuva job defensively on Jordan."

John Jordan is the main offensive threat for Centralia. Harrison calls him one of the best offensive players he's seen.

Playing what Harrison called "one of the best halves of basketball we've played this year," The T-birds pulled out to 52-35 advantage at halftime and went on to defeat Peninsula at Portland, 87-72, February 14.

Dickens was high scorer for HCC with 21 points, hitting nine of 15 field goal attempts. Radliff had 20 points and broke a school record by handing out 16 assists. Doug Hale also scored 18 points and had 14 boards. Renner got 14 points. Pokorski played a reserve role and did a nice job, according to Harrison.

Highline had opened the season on a positive note, winning three straight, including two victories and a championship in the Skagit Valley College Thanksgiving Turkey Tournament.

After that, the T-birds lost games to Shoreline and Skagit Valley, and then they had to battle to keep their won-lost percentage around .500.

Hale injured an ankle during December and Highline lost four straight while 1980 was turning into 1981. At 6'9, Hale's void was a tall one to fill, and 6'8 freshman Valentine was the only starter over 6'3."

The Thunderbirds lost their Region II opener to Grays Harbor, but bounced back in the next two contests with victories over Clark and Olympic.

The next game was at the home of undefeated Centralia. Harrison said it was the best game his team played. The players worked very hard and kept after their opponent, but eventually lost a cliffhanger, 64-44.

"A game like that drains you both physically and emotionally," Harrison said, had the team won, it might have been a lift that would have carried through the rest of the season. Instead, HCC lost four of its next five games. The only victory during that stretch was a double overtime win against the Peninsula Pirates at Highline.

HCC tied the score five minutes into the second period and was close the rest of the game, but LC prevailed. Highline had six more field goal attempts in the game, but made eight less, shooting 42 percent for the game.

Highline had a lead in the second period, but it wasn't enough. The T-birds lost games to Grays Harbor, then fell 82-66 to the Clark Penguins, a team HCC had beaten earlier in the year.

Next, the T-birds put together three straight wins and finally ended the season with the loss at Lower Columbia.

Three sophomores finished their HCC careers this season. They are Scott Boers, Hale and Dickens. Another sophomore, Victor Jones, injured a leg before the season began and did not play.

The remainder of the team has another year of eligibility: Berquist, Pokorski, Radliff (the team's high scorer at 21 points per game), Renner, Sampson, Turcott and Valentine.

"I couldn't ask Radliff to do a better job," Harrison stated. "He's a real complement to me, and he's seen a lot of things." The team would be better simply due to playing time.

As a reserve. These players will play a very important role on the team next year, according to Harrison, who pointed out that they will be better simply due to playing time.

"A year of experience makes a very big difference," he said.

Right now, Harrison and Assistant coach Paul Gerry are recruiting players for next year's squad.

Gerry, in his first year as assistant coach, did "a super job," Harrison said. "He's a real complement to me, and he's been doing a fine job of recruiting."
Women finish second, earn state playoff berth

by Steve Walters

The Highline College women's basketball team earned a spot in the AACC State Tournament held in Wenatchee, March 5-7, by defeating Clark College last Saturday in the HCC Pavilion, 47-46.

Head Coach Dale Bolinger said that the win was the most satisfying one of the year.

"Yes, it was a good use for us," he said. "It was one of our more competitive games."

Sophomore Julie January, who scored the T-birds' last seven points of the game, made a fifteen-foot jumper with .40 remaining to put HCC ahead 47-46.

Lower Columbia took a time-out with 17 seconds on the clock. Highline then changed its defense from man-to-man to zone to force LC to shoot an outside shot, according to Bolinger. After bringing the ball downcourt, an LC player attempted a four-foot shot which was no good. T-bird Jackie Bjornstrom rebounded the ball with a smile on her face and six seconds on the clock. She passed the ball out from pivod Sue Armstrong, who held the ball as time expired.

Armstrong, eight from 13 of the floor, scored 17 points as did January, who was eight of 17. Debbie Borland from West Seattle High School added five in the victory.

LC led throughout the first half and at 26-24 during halftime. The second half was nip and tuck the whole way, with four points being the largest margin.

Bolinger said that the difference between that game and the one three days earlier was that LC shot only 34 per cent compared to 50 per cent, as they did on Feb. 18.

"The differences in the two games were LC's shooting and us cutting down our turnovers. Other than that, we played pretty much the same game."

LC outscored Highline 43-34 as Armstrong (ten boards) and Borland (nine) led the T-birds.

Lower Columbia scored a 77-76 victory over Highline on their home court on Feb. 18 after leading seven different times by 13 points.

With 24 minutes remaining in the game and leading 70-69, HCC gave up five straight points to trail 74-70. The T-birds tied it up at 74-70, but could not stop LC from scoring again.

"We played physically and tried to match up," Bolinger stated. "I was real proud of that. If we'd shot a little better we could have won.

Borland led with 16 points (eight for 12) and collected 11 rebounds to pace the visitors. Bolinger was pleased with the 6-foot pivot's play.

"Debbie played a super ballgame. That's the only way I can describe it," he boasted.

January canned 14 points, Armstrong ten, Janders ten, Fromholmd eight and Bergstrom six. Janders continued to be HCC's leading playmaker as she dished out nine assists.

Highline was whistled for 30 fouls compared to only 19 for LC. At the foul line, HCC shot a respectable 76 per cent (16 of 21) while LC made 66 per cent (20 of 30).

Highline scored a technical knock-out Feb. 11 when the T-birds choked the Chokers 78-31 without their top two scorers, Armstrong and Bailey, who were sidelined with injuries.

There was little question of the game's outcome after HCC burst out front with a 22-2 first half lead. The first half ended with the T-birds 25 points ahead, 42-17.

"We pretty much controlled every part of the game," Bolinger admitted. "After Bergy (Bergstrom) got four fouls and sat out most of the first half, we came back and played well in the second half."

Besides Bergstrom (13 points), three T-birds scored in double figures, Lyons (14), January (12) and Borland (ten). Janders (eight), Peters (eight), Fromholm (six) and Stamps (six) also contributed in the win.

Highline also dominated on the boards, as Bergstrom and Borland each ripped down 11 rebounds while Bjornstrom pulled with 10.

Highline downed Clark for the third time in as many meetings on Feb. 7, 71-69, as Sue Armstrong scored 14 points and hauled down 11 boards before dislocating her finger in the second half.

The T-birds started out slowly in the opening minutes before playing like they did in the previous contests.

"It kind of scared us when we were behind 0-16," Bolinger stated. "We had the upper hand through most of the rest of the game."

Lyons (12 points, six assists), January (12 pts., six reb., Borland (nine pts., six reb.) led the victors.

Clark entered HCC 36% to 2% from the floor and 75% to 39% from the line, but it was not enough, as the home squad outrebounded the visitors 71-58.

Highline used a hard-hitting scoring attack to beat Centralia in the pavilion Feb. 6 for the second time in three meetings this season, 63-44.

Tammy Bailey paced the T-birds with 12 points while Borland (five of seven field goals) scored ten. Armstrong, Bjornstrom, January and Janders all added six each.

Gayle Peters scored 12 points Wednesday night as Highline defeated Olympic, 83-91.

After leading 24-22 late in the first half, HCC scored 21 points to Centralia's four to take a 45-26 lead early in the second half.

Bolinger said that Centralia played well until halftime.

"We struggled with them in the first half," he said. But, I thought we played a good second half."

The T-bird women defeated the Olympic Rangers, 82-51, Wednesday night in the Pavilion in the final regular season game of 1980-81.

In the state playoff format, Highline is scheduled to meet two-time state champion Wenatchee Valley CC, in the first round of the tourney.

"They have two very good big people," Bolinger said. "On defense, they pressure the ball. They're a good overall team, well-disciplined.

Highline will have to play very well to beat Wenatchee. Bolinger said.

"We'll have to shoot well and play aggressive defense."

The championship tournament is a double-elimination bracket, but once a team loses, it will be out of contention for the championship game, according to Bolinger.
Colasurdo selected for leadership program

By Meg Walker

Betty Colasurdo, director of Highline College Women's Program, was selected for the state's first Women's Community College Leadership Program, which was developed by the American Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges. This program is sponsored and paid for by the state.

The purpose of the program is for women to be fully involved in the decision-making process of the college. The six-month program is called the "Leadership Program for Women." It was developed by the American Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges, which selected the women.

The program is designed to help women to develop new skills to benefit both themselves and their communities. Women who are interested in the program are encouraged to contact Betty Colasurdo, director of Highline College Women's Program.

### Pheasants, frogs grace faculty hobby show

By Betty Brown

A recent display of faculty hobbies included pheasants, frogs, and other interesting items. The show was organized by the American Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges.

Faculty members brought a wide range of exhibits to the show, which was attended by many students.

The show was organized by Dr. Charles "Chick" Janda, chairman of the Senate's Community College Committee. Janda noted that the show was intended to promote a spirit of cooperation between the faculty and students.

### Marine at Highline cont.

By Betty Brown

As mentioned earlier, the show was attended by many students. The show also included a display of pheasants, frogs, and other interesting items.

The show was organized by Dr. Charles "Chick" Janda, chairman of the Senate's Community College Committee. Janda noted that the show was intended to promote a spirit of cooperation between the faculty and students.

### Illness forces sale

**3-TON JACK**

GUARANTEED BELOW STOCK PRICE

ONLY

$697

**DRILL PRESS**

16-SPEED

115-VOLT 3-BANK MODEL

SALE PRICE

$200